KKCOMMENDATION!    More research should be done on selective factors that affect the recruitment of women into youth employment programs and the differential treatment by sex i occupational training once in programs.    More research is a reguired on potential nonemployment outcomes of Job trainin for women, such äs increased educational attainment, reduce welfare dependency, and reduced early childbearing.
A General Research Strategy Under JTPA
Having made a series of recommendations regarding types of i which might be tested, we must hasten to s täte that we are füll} of the changed environment in which employment and training proc currently operate under the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) . mendations for demonstrations and research must be framed in l ig that environment.
When considering JTPA from the perspective which has been th primary concern of this committee,  three features stand out:
 1.	The resources devoted to employment and training are
siderably less  than those devoted to YEDPA even though the magnii
the youth employment problem is at least äs great today äs it was
the year preceding YEDPA.
 2.	The continued concern with the employment problems of yoi
indicated by the fact that a substantial Proportion of the greatl
reduced training resources are earmarked for programs enrolling y
 3.	The control of the content of programs and any research t
done concerning them is placed almost completely in the hands of
local Private Industry Councils and Service Delivery Areas   (and t
state agencies guiding them) .
In light of these features, we must ask what is likely to be learned from JTPA about how to alleviate the employment problems ( youths, "what works for whom" among the youth population. Our ans must, in all honesty, be "very little." The YEDPA experience ampJ demonstrates that completely decentralized research efforts execul with a minimum of central coordination and technical assistance ai likely to yield very little hard evidence on program effectiveness
On the other hand, the very fact that there is a considerable reduction in program activity in the field may create an opportuni for more careful planning and execution of evaluation research tha possible under YEDPA and a greater likelihood of finding the sort . research resources which will generate evidence of high quality.    l believe that with relatively small amounts of central resources, a strategy and mechanism for evaluation research under JTPA can be implemented which will considerably enhance the likelihood that reliable evidence on youth programs will be derived from JTPA.

